
Quick Start Guide: Beginning from Unboxing

 How to pair for the first time?
YouTube Video: https://youtu.be/1stCrFOrDyk

Steps:
Step 1 Put the earbuds into the charging case to fully charge

before the first use. They show solid red when charging.

Step 2 Take both earbuds out.

Step 3 Turn on your device’s Bluetooth. Search and tap

“Linklike Classic 8” to connect.

Congratulations! Enjoy your TWS earbuds now.

 How to re-pair?
YouTube Video: https://youtu.be/XvnD4jaoOtU

Steps:
Step 1 Take both earbuds out, they will re-pair to the

last-paired device automatically.

Step 2 Press both earbuds about 3s until red lights off to turn

them off if you don’t want to put them back into the charging

case.

Tips: To turn on, press both earbuds for about 3s until

blinking blue.

 Use only one pod at a time?
To use the right pod only,
1) Pair both earbuds to your device first.
2) Put both earbuds back into the charging case.
3) Take the right pod out, you can use the right pod only now.

To use the left pod only,
1) Put both earbuds back into the charging case.
2) Clear the pairing history of “ Linklike Classic 8 ” in your
phone’s Bluetooth settings.

3) Take the left pod out. Press and hold the button on the left
pod for about 3s until red light off to manually switch it off.
4) Long press the button on the left pod for about 6s (Red and
blue rapid blinking), the earbud will enter into pairing mode,

search and tap “Linklike Classic 8” in your device’s Bluetooth

Settings to connect.
Now, you can use only the left pod.

To exit this mode and use both the earbuds,
1) Put both earbuds back into the charging case.
2) Clear the pairing history of “ Linklike Classic 8 ” in your
phone’s Bluetooth settings.
3) Take both earbuds out, search and tap “Linklike Classic 8”

to connect.
Now, you can use both the earbuds. To use only the right one?
Put the left pod back into the charging case please.

 To use individually?
You can pair the earbuds to 2 Bluetooth devices separately.

To use individually,

1) Press both earbuds for about 3s until red lights off to turn

them off.
2) Clear the pairing history of "Linklike Classic 8" on the
devices you want to pair to.
3) Long press the button on one earbud for about 6s (Red and
blue rapid blinking), the earbud will enter into pairing mode,
search and tap “Linklike Classic 8” in your device’s Bluetooth

Settings to connect. Repeat this step to connect the other
earbud to your another Bluetooth device.

To exit this mode and use both the earbuds,
1) Put both earbuds back into the charging case.
2) Clear the pairing history of “ Linklike Classic 8 ” in your
phone’s Bluetooth settings.
3) Take both earbuds out, search and tap “Linklike Classic 8”

to connect.
Now, you can use both the earbuds.

 How to solve connection problems?
(1)

YouTube Video: https://youtu.be/VzwVT_BzSII

Steps:
Step 1 Clear pairing history of “Linklike Classic 8” in your

device.



Step 2 Take both earbuds out. Search and tap “Linklike Classic

8” to connect.

It still doesn’t work?

 How to solve connection problems?
(2)

YouTube Video: https://youtu.be/dRFkDYGLAtE

Steps:
Step 1 Clear pairing history of “Linklike Classic 8” in your

device.

Step 2 Take both earbuds out. Press both earbuds about 3s

until red lights off to turn them off.

Step 3 Press both earbuds about 15s until all lights off to

reset.

Step 4 Put them back into the charging case.

Step 5 Take both earbuds out. Search and tap “Linklike Classic

8” to connect.

 Need more help?
This is Elsa, Linklike Customer Care. I am always here with you.
Contact me at support@linklike-audio.com
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